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ON THE SIXTH

November 6, 1995

Pau l Fr anz

"It's a Peck day," said Thom, and it was i ndeed.
It was a perfect Fall day, the best I can remember
before or since. The air was cool, the sky c l oudless.
The light had a quality that's rare in the mi ddle of
this continent, one that intensified every sight. The
little Gothic church looked unreal.
My wife knew more of the mourners that I, and was
asked to help direct family members to their seats .
Having the distraction of any task was welcome to us
both.
During the service, we both held up pretty well.
The priest knew the Judge well enough to share a quote
that was pure Peck -- "The older I get, the more I come
to appreciate the virtue of the Anglican church.
In
particular, its brevity." The duration of the sermon
showed that although the priest may have appreciated
the humor, he may not have quite gotten the point.
I broke down when the choir started to sing "Sheep
may safely graze." It was the perfect aptness of the
song, dedicated long ago to a Saxon ruler, being sung
at the funeral of a self-described "countr y judge" that
did it. Bach hadn't written a religious song, but a
paean to good government; it was being sung here for
the Judge, and that was perfect.
Many times before and since I've been back, in
memory at least, in the hallway of the sixth f loor of
the U.S. Post Office and Courthouse, starting at the
gilt lettering on the frosted glass of a door.
"Chambers of the Honorable John W. Peck . Room 613." I
was a second-year law student about to start what my
law alma mater called an "externship" -- a semester
spent doing actual legal work.
Even f ifteen years ago,
law schools were beginning to catch on to the idea that
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My ball ay di
-- to knock or not to knock -was soon reso lved.
an about my age came down the
hall and asked "Are you Paul Franz?" He turned out to
be one of the Judge's l aw clerks, Joe, providentially
returni ng fro so e errand. He and his co-clerk had
been expect ing the " extern" to arrive that day. Joe
ushered me into the chambers, actually a suite of
offices, t h at wer e to become so familiar over the next
decade.
In an anteroom I got my first glimpse of high-end
federal office furniture.
Once seen, the style is
recognized anywhere. Heavy mahogany, straight lines,
clipped corners, diagonally opposed veneers on the top
surfaces.
It could not be imagined sitting in a home,
a church, a business office, or anywhere else besides a
federal office.
On through the office of the Judge's secretary.
She sat at a massive desk in the same style, one that
had claimed more than one mahogany tree in its making.
The desk was surrounded by nondescript, mismatched
metal file cabinets. In the Byzantine world of federal
procurement, the people who buy wood must do better
than the people who buy metal.
Finally, I made it to the actual office of the
Jud~e.
I was innocent then of the semiotics of
off1ce5, but I knew that this was some place. No metal
here. An even bigger mahogany desk, at one end of a
carpeted room about forty by twenty feet.
It was, by
t~e way, on the north side of the building.
Its two
w1ndow~ o~fered a view only of the back walls of the
580 BU1ld1ng:
The Judge , I lat er learned, let his
c~lleagues plck the supposedly more desirable southslde chambers overlooking Government Square. What they
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didn't realize, and what the Judge relished, was the
building's hallways were off-center. The north side's
offices were considerably deeper than the south's.
I'm 44 years old.
I can't remember the names of
people I've just been introduced to, but I can remember
that first meeting, now seventeen years ago, almost
verbatim.
The Judge looked like a judge from central
casting. He was a presence behind his desk, with
slicked-back white hair, big body, huge hands. After
introducing his two clerks, the Judge confessed
misgivings about having an "extern" -- whatever that
was -- something he'd never had before and had never
heard of.
I was imagining being sent packing. lIe
continued that, after consultation with his two law
clerks, he had decided that the right thing to do was
to treat the extern like a third law clerk.
He then apologized for his inability to scare up a
window office for a temporary worker. Mind you, he was
talking to a second-year law student, one who responded
that he'd be happy to work in the stairwell. The Judge
said, "I realize that, but a professional should have a
window." Two weeks later, I found myself working in an
unoccupied Judge's chambers across the hall, in space
ordinarily occupied by six people.
The way the Judge ended that first meeting was,
for me at least, a defining moment. He nodded at his
two clerks and said "Well, I'd better let my two
friends here get back to work. Their time is even more
valuable than mine." A quick reflection later, he
added, "Strike the 'even'."

My first work in the Judge's chambers was on a
case that turned on a mundane point of procedure.
It
was a point I was supposed to have learned in the first
semester of law school, but finding it for myself in
the old sixth Circuit library turned out (believe it or
not) to be fun.
At the time the library was
antiquated, underlit, with shelves that were doubtless
very inefficient of space. To the left of the front
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door was a cubic e
rotary telephone, The
' s ' ting Attorney's Office",
cubicle door was
0 serve as the actual
and the roo
fa~ se~,ed
off ice of an older a
court hanger-on whose
time was devoted to f '
the cubicle with the fumes
of cheap cigars.
Today the Co
. rary has been transplanted,
updated, bright ly
co puterized.
I am sure that
the she lves are the
s t space-efficient the taxpayers'
money can buy. It does not appear that the new plan
included any space for the homes-away-from-home of
cigar-cho ping la ers. Probably just as well, since
cigar-smoking in a feder a l courthouse is no doubt now a
federa l cri e.
My three onth externship lucked into a two year
clerkship. Over tho se two years, I'd come to know
there was never a better match of man to job. He was
in the right place at the right time.
By 1980 the Judge had been fourteen years on
what's proper ly called the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Sixth circuit.
For the few members of the Club who
are not now, and have never been, lawyers please
indulge a brief civics lesson about one of our town's
most august and obscure institutions, The Sixth
Circuit is one division of what in theory is the
unitary intermediate level of the federal court
system -- the level between the federal trial courts
and the U.S. Supreme Court.
,
, The Sixth Circuit comprises the states of Ohio
Mlchlgan, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Cincinnati is th
seat of t~e Circuit, where appeals are heard
A law;er
unhappy w1th a decision from a federal trial'jud
'
~ny o~ , those st~te~ might hear "Take it to Cinci~~a~~"
:om 1S local Jur1st. Depending on the jUdge he
mlght hear something a little worse.
'
,
The Sixth Circuit judges try
w1tnesses, and address no ' uri
contact with parties to laJs , ~s.
only from the lawyers
St'
,
e 0

no

cases, see no
Ther rarely have
Trp1cally they hear
Wln over at least a
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panel of three judges with fifty pages of briefs and
twenty to thirty minutes of oral argument.
The Judge's Sixth Circuit career, from 1966 to
1993, spanned a time of great change in the federal
courts and in the sixth Circuit. When he went to the
appellate bench there were no national environmental
laws, no age or handicap discrimination laws, none of a
whole host of federalized rights and obligations
provided by our solicitous legislative branch.
In
1965, federal courts produced a little over fourteen
thousand pages of appellate opinions; in 1991, they
produced nearly fifty thousand pages -- a threehundred-and-fifty percent increase. 1 The U.S.
population grew about 30% in the same time.
The Judge entered this period of change as a
mature man.
Incredible as this may seem to us, some
have postulated a correlation between maturity,
especially in males, and a degree of resistance to
change.
I saw no evidence of this in Judge Peck.
In
seventeen years I didn't once hear him pine for the
good old days, either of the law or of anything else.
His nearest to a complaint on this front was his regret
that, due to the growing number of judges on the sixth
Circuit, it was no longer possible for all the judges
to eat lunch at one table at the University Club. This
had even led some of the judges to do the unthinkable - that is, eat lunch elsewhere. This was as
unfathomable to him as was the comment to him of a
brand new judge, whom Judge Peck had just sponsored
into the University Club, that the fruit salads were
"always good there."
I suppose Judge Peck's reaction to that comment
sticks with me for the same reason as his "strike the
'ev 7n'" comment on our first meeting.
Each of these
actl0ns characterized a man who disliked presumption in
any form.

R. Epstein, Simples Rules for a Complex World at 7 (1995)
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In a line of
ere pride of intellect is an
occupa tional hazard ,
dge would say "In my time in
law school, e
orni ngs going to class, and
our afternoons
l." I don't know if he'd
approve of y escr
i t thi s way, but he seemed to
be lieve that it's better strategy to be underestimated
than overest · ated. 0 e of hi s ex-clerks believed that
in his heyday, the J dge as the most influential
member of the Sixth Circuit, not because he presumed to
be its greatest scholar, but because other judges would
want to vote his way.
The Judge was a great force for inclusion. When
the first black judge was appointed to the sixth
Circuit, Judge Peck worked behind the scenes to make
sure the new judge was accepted by his colleagues, and
was admitted to me mbership in the University Club.
Perhaps he worked with some of you here. He likewise
shepherded the application of a woman judge -- at a
time when it was suggested that the "lady judge" might
better shelter unde r her husband's application.
I don't know if the Judge did this out of deepseated convictions of the rights of blacks and women,
or out of zeal to avoid embarrassment to Cincinnati
institutions that he loved.
In the end, I guess it
doesn't matter.
The black judge, Wade McCree, became one of the
Judge's closest friends. McCree later became Solicitor
General of the united states -- the lawyer that
represents the U.S. Government in the Supreme Court.
The job often leads to a Supreme court seat, and might
have for McCree if Jimmy Carter had proven reelectable.
When McCree held the Solicitor General's post, he and
Judge Peck would have lengthy early-morning phone
conversations almost daily. There's a wonderful
historical parallel to this.
In the 1890's when
William Howard Taft held the post of Solicitor General,
he exchanged long, chatty letters with Judge Peck's
grandfather, Judge Hiram Peck.
Judge McCree's ca lls to Cinc innati show he didn't
succumb to Potomac fever.
Por thos e members who aren't
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medical men and may not be familiar with this disease,
let me say that one of the symptoms is an attitude that
"If you can't do something for me today, I don't know
you." For those with advanced cases of the disease,
certain people become totally transparent, and can be
looked clear through at cocktail parties and similar
venues.
Judge Peck himself had no predisposition
whatsoever to Potomac fever.
Like Tip O'Neill, he
believed all politics is local. He would say of local
lawyers and politicians who had taken some Washington
job, "People who go to spend five years in Washington
come back five years older." Most of the Judge's
clerks could soon fill in the unspoken assumption -"And no wiser."
As a jurist, the Judge believed that his job was
to decide the case that was before him. This may seem
too obvious to be worthy of mention, but to many
judges, the goal is to write extensive opinions that
not only decide the case that's in front of them, but
lots of other cases, by establishing "rules of law."
The Judge would curb any tendencies of his clerks
to wish the Court would decide more than what was in
front of it. You didn't have to be told "This Court's
here to decide cases" many times to get the point.
The Judge's attitude wasn't calculated to build a
reputation for sweeping jurisprudence; but it was
perfectly suited to the system of law that we have, or
at least are supposed to have, where the rule of law
emerges from patterns of decisions, not unlike the
image in a Seurat painting emerging from thousands of
points of paint. A judge with a big ego isn't content
to be one of the toilers, from whose separate decisions
the bigger pattern emerges. Not content with a dab of
color, the judge of ego wants to paint with large
strokes.
In other contexts, it's the external struggle
between classicism and Romanticism. He'd call this
statement "highfalutin", but the Judge was a classicist
jurist.
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e Judge, he was, in an
unusua l ove for
ate judge, assigned to handle
the trial of a pr
~
ocratic politician in
Tennessee.
be oca
ress tried to categorize the
unfamiliar judge ,
interviewed the Cincinnati bar
with that purpose.
e sexiest story they got out of
their digging wa s that whi le you couldn't tell where
the Judge was going to come out by reference to
"liberal" and "conservative" positions, the defendant
was going to get a fair shake.
I'll bet it didn't sell
many papers.
Maybe this unassuming judicial attitude was a
local trait.
It was shared by Judge Peck's friend,
contemporary, and fellow Cincinnatian Potter stewart,
who spent decades on the Supreme Court defying easy
categorization. At one point in his career, stewart
was so naively honest, or honestly naive, that he told
the truth in a judicial opinion, to his regret.
In an obscenity case, stewart wrote, "I may not be
able to define hard core pornography, but I know it
when I see it." He immediately became the butt of
jokes, the epitome of a jUdicial vulgarian. Years
later~ Stewart moane~ that his tombstone would say "He
knew lt when he saw It.'' Personally, I find Stewart at
lea~t one up on me.
There are plenty of things I can't
def1ne -- poetry, art, and justice among them -- and
I'm none too sure I know them when I see them.
Today, three blocks from here, the Potter stewart
Courthouse faces the John Weld Peck Federal Building.
That fits.
~tewart was one of the luminaries that would
occ~slonally d:op in on Judge Peck.
It was the Jud e's
dellghtful hab1t to introd uce the visitor to th
g
current clerks. In this way I et stewart, Gri~fin
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Bell, and Frank Lausche.
stewart is memorialized for
me in a pair of pictures of him and Judge Peck, taken
in the Judge's chambers, which the Judge kindly asked
stewart to inscribe. The image of the two of them
hands on my office wall -- stewart, hunched over,
cigarette in hand, looking away at a right angle to the
camera, the Judge, rosy and erect, looking affably at
stewart.
I can't look at the two of them without
thinking "People who spend five years in Washington .•. "
Griffin Bell I remember hardly at all. Lausche
was another story. He had been Governor of and Senator
from Ohio, one of the Judge's patrons. When I met him,
he was old and frail, but the Judge treated him as if
he had just stepped off Air Force One. At one time,
the Judge said, if you referred to "the great man" to
any Democrat in Ohio, you were unambiguously referring
to Frank Lausche. Lausche had been a spellbinding
orator, and, as perhaps was only possible in the
pretelevision age of politics, would sometimes pullout
his violin to get a crowd into the right frame of mind.
On preannounced Lausche visits, a portrait of the great
man would migrate from the closet to a place of honor
on the Judge's office wall.
I think the Judge felt the
portrait dated him a bit too much for permanent
exhibition.
The distinguished visitors were fairly rare,
though.
Frequent visitors were the Judge's regular
social callers, like his good friend Judge Tim Hogan,
and the regular callers from the court's administrative
office, who always had an order that needed a
signature, or a piece of administrative business that
needed a judge's attention.
For the most part, though, the office was a small
and self-contained world -- two law clerks, one
secretary, one judge -- to list the personnel in
ascending order. The judge and the secretary were more
or less permanent. A federal judge has a lifetime
appointment.
Legend has it that Judge Peck, on being
wished good luck on his first appointment, had
responded "with a lifetime appointment, who needs
luck?" Typically, a federal judge's secretary has a
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Add t o
e pa iri ng two law clerks, each
with a known t
e or two years. This job of
cl e rk i ng i s a f
ti tution, maybe one of the last
v e stiges of the
c
apprenticeship. A brand-new
l a wyers goes to ork for a j udge, a master lawyer, if
you wil l . I t ' s s uch an i d eal institution that it's
hard to be lie ve i t e xi sts in government. Everybody
wins. Th e gov er e n t g ets cheap labor. The judge gets
a r e curring i n fu s i o n of n ew blood into his or her
chambers, and t h e c l erk gets a one or two year reprieve
fr om the pract i ce of l a w, which (and this is the best
part ), the profession does not begrudge him. Don't
te ll Congr e ss, or I'm sure these jobs will be axed.
J udge Peck in hi s thirty plus years on the bench
had over s ixty l a w c l erks, and over time the look of
them mirrored the changing look of lawyers. The early
clerks were a ll ma l e , the later clerks often female.
This led a de an o f the U.C. law school to tell the
Judge that hi s c h a mbers were becoming known among the
women l a w s tudent s a s a good place to work. The Judge
responded, " You've e i ther got it, or you don't . "
The Judge d escri bed his hiring criteria this way:
"I assume a nyone I interview can do the job. I'm
look i ng for s omeone I ' d want to have around for two
y ears . " By way of expl anation, I should say that I
backdoored into the job, by virtue of the externship,
when a pre viously offered c l erk pulled out. Every
s ys t em ha s its fai lures.
A more typ i ca l Judge Peck hiring story was of the
clerk who was t old . he'd ~ e n hi red because, some days
after t h e c l erk' s 1 terv e , the Judge had run into him
ea ting an i ce cr
e
Foun tain Square -- at 7:30
in th e morn ing.
g e as c onvinced that anyone
who cou l d scare up
oe cream c one downtown at 7:30
A.M. was the reso
s ~ i t would be good to have
a round.
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A newly hired clerk quickly learned that part of
the job was being the gatekee~er between t~e Judge and
the supplicants who were conv~nced that a Jud9 7 , and in
particular ~ judge, held the answers to the~:
grievances. Their troubles were usually of anc~ent
provenance, but still keenly felt.
One of the Judge's ex-clerks told the story of
continually running interference between the Judge and
a man who was convinced that the Twenty Second
Amendment was unconstitutional, because it prevented
him from voting for Richard Nixon in every presidential
election. The gatekeeping clerk had been so effective
that, over many months, the Judge had never seen this
constitutional monomaniac, although he'd been warned
he'd probably not want to discuss the meaning of the
Twenty-Second Amendment with anyone who'd broach the
subject in the courthouse halls.
One day the Twenty-Second Amendment man penetrated
as far as the foyer of the Judge's chambers, was picked
up on the clerk radar and intercepted. Unfortunately,
the Judge was at that moment about to leave his office,
saw the clerk in conversation with the visitor and was
about to introduce himself when the magic words "Twenty
Second Amendment" reached his ears. The legend in the
ex-clerk fraternity is that the Judge stopped short,
wheeled in retreat and shouted "Twenty Second
Amendment! We up that high already? Seems we never
get much above Four or Five around here." The predator
was so flummoxed that the Judge was safely back in his
inner chambers before another word was said on any
amendment whatsoever.
My personal gatekeeping challenge was an older
woman from Detroit who'd been fired by General Motors
at least ten years before. The Judge's secretary
forwarded to me a rambling letter explaining that this
firing, or at least the Sixth Circuit's refusal to do
anything about it, was the result of a conspiracy among
General Motors, the clerk of the Sixth Circuit, several
judges of the Sixth Circuit, and, unless my memory is
embellishing, the FBI. If Ollie is still at it today,
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a l etter was to be handled, I
glanced at it and said, "Tell
in the file." He looked at
a big file." Over the
d be many letters and many
phone calls fro. 01 ie. ALter fifteen years, I realize
that this co
ication had very little to do with a
firing, a l awsuit, or a court. My predecessors, my
successors and I were just voices on the other end of
the line.
For her part, Ollie kept generations of clerks
cheerful with her insistence on learning the names of
us flak-catchers, and her butchering of those names in
every later call or letter. I was variously Mr. Fran
or Mr. Fron, but most often Mr. Paula Fron, law clerk
to Judge Pack.
My two year stint was an eventful time in the
Judge's career. He'd recently taken "senior status",
meaning he could work as little or as much as he liked.
Remember, he had a lifetime appointment. A senior
judge could keep a full staff if he handled one-third a
normal caseload. Judge Peck took a three-quarters'
caseload. He took many of these cases by invitation to
other circuits, sittings as a visiting judge in places
like Chicago, Atlanta, Pasadena, and New York. He
aspired to sit by invitation on every federal circuit,
and he eventually accomplished that. I believe he
enjoyed sitting on every circuit except the District of
Columbia, which had a predictably heavy load of appeals
from decisions of federal agencies. The cases were as
dryas November leaves and were argued by the agencies'
Washington lawyers.
Judge Peck was as courteous to lawyers before him
as any judge could be, but there was one species of
lawyer that strained his goodwill -- government lawyers
from the capital. Any agency that sent a Washington
lawyer to Cincinnati to explain the law to the rubes on
the Sixth Circuit made a great tactical mistake with
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Judge Peck, and I don't think he liked D.C. lawyers
much better on their home turf.
He delighted in telling his clerks about the
characters he met riding the circuits. Like the chief
judge of one Circuit who learned that, according to
state protocol, a federal appellate jUdge ranked
between a four and five star general. The Judge
ordered the four-and-a-half stars be affixed to the
walls above the urinals in the judges' bathrooms.
It's
probably best not to consider the symbol or the
l ocation too deeply, but the Judge was tickled by his
colleague's chutzpah.
He came back from one trip reporting that a judge
i n another circuit was famous in his courthouse for
aking the furniture in his office. Judge Peck was
i nvited to view these marvels, and was shocked to find,
a s he put it, "they were all kits!" Judge Peck, as
any of you know, was a fine cabinetmaker. He built
useum-quality reproductions of great pieces of
f urniture, often from wood he'd grown or harvested on
h is farm in Pee Pee Township, Ohio.
Imagine James
McNeill Whistler saying "paint by number", and you hear
J udge Peck say the word "kits".
The Judge loved the story of his New York
c olleague who resigned after a short time on the
f ederal bench, announcing that he made enough to live
on, but not enough to die on.
If I give the impression that the Judge was
f rivolous about his job, then I'm way off the mark.
But the Judge never checked his sense of humor in the
robing room. Justice may be blind, but at least in the
J udge's office it wasn't grim.
One of the things that, in hindsight, the Judge
t ook seriously was what would in certain consumer
products companies be called training. Over my two
years he tossed off these sayings that still resonate:
"I don't believe in time clocks for
professionals." This was the Judge's response to any
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for clerks. The Judge
usually arriving by 7:00,
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i t, "laze about the bedstead".
and so long as the work got
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any better way to define what
ork done without reference to a
e lawyers in this audience will
a.r °th the term "face time" -- a
phrase for t o
spent in a work space specifically to
be seen by an org i zational superior. The Judge would
have been s hocked, i f not puzzled, by this concept.
"Organizations take on the personality of the guy
at the top." Nothing I've heard before or since more
accurately predicts group behavior. If an organization
is headed by a person who controls outcomes by
controlling access to information, who "motivates" by
keeping people off-balance, then the entire
organization quickly adopts this behavior. The
organization headed by the open and honest leader
quickly adopts this behavior. The scariest part is,
the innate predilections of the members of the
organization hardly seem to matter. Where the Judge
came by this knowledge I don't know, but he got it
right.
"Perfection is something we always strive for, but
seldom achieve," was the Judge's reaction to any minor
error. Chasing typos on proof opinions was a big
priority in some judges' chambers, but of little
interest to Judge Peck. His sense of proportion was
and is a rarity in a profession that has a highly
developed concept of relevance, but almost no concept
of priority. Today learned professors bemoan the state
of this country, at once stifled by regulation and
plagued by real lawlessness, where powerful forces move
to protect the snail darter, but where we're afraid to
let our kids walk to school alone. A popular book of
the day advances the premise that ninety-five percent
of the burdens of regulation come from trying to
eliminate the last five percent of risk.
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In his time as a judge, Judge Peck watched our
movement to this state, and it troubled him.
In his
own chambers, the message was always clear -- focus on
what's important, ignore the rest. He said that if a
lawyer raised ten issues on appeal, probably none of
them was any good.
If the lawyer raised one or two, he
probably had a case.
He developed trenchant ways to cut even small
Gordian knots.
Standard case fare on the sixth Circuit
was, and probably is, the Social security Disability
case. The common pattern was a claimant with a bad
back and depression. The claimant's expert, typically
an orthopedic surgeon, would offer proof of both and
would use the word "laminectomy" as often as possible.
I n a curious Kabuki, the government would offer its own
expert, equally convinced that the claimant (if female)
could work as a motel maid, and (if male) could , work as
a trimmer in a plastic-parts factory.
(I suspect today
the exemplary jobs aren't gender-dependent, but
remember that I'm describing the early 1980's.)
Whether the poor claimant could actually find one of
these jobs was freely admitted by both sides to be
legally irrelevant.
Early on, I agonized over these case records in
trying to come up with recommendations. How to tell
the malingerer from the truly disabled, when every
record looked alike? For the Judge, the answer was
inherent in the system, which was designed so that a
denial of benefits was appealed at least three times
before it got to the Court of Appeals.
"paul, anybody
who goes through all those levels in a Social security
case to get all the way to the united states Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit probably deserves
something." Agonizing over.
Perhaps the best education came when, as I
mentioned, the Judge was appointed to sit on the trial
of Ray Blanton in Nashville -- an assignment made
necessary by the personal connections of all the local
judges to this former governor of Tennessee.
Blanton,
whose campaign slogan had been "A little ray of Blanton
sunshine," was accused of selling liquor licenses to
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The first ta s k for the Judge in Nashville was to
get a jury s eate d . The local press had predicted this
would tak e week s , given the amount of local publicity
around the t ri al. certainly this would make it nearly
imposs i ble to find a set of Nashville jurors that
didn't have f ixed notions about Blanton's guilt or
innocence. Three days after the Judge arrived, the
jury was seated. The Judge's conviction was that it
didn't matter what the potential jurors had heard, so
long as they could put it aside and reach a verdict
solely on the evidence they heard in court. That
conviction also happens to be the law, in Tennessee if
not in California.
The trial began with a lengthy description by the
prosecution of evidence to come, detailed down to who
walked down which hallway when to do what. The
courtroom was hot. Federal buildings were at the time
maintained by a government agency called the General
services Administration, a group of whom heating,
ventilating and air conditioning were unplumbed
mysteries. The Judge sat placidly during the
prosecutor's minutia. Finally, late in the afternoon,
the prosecutor asked to approach the bench.
"Your
honor, I'd like to request a recess. It's late and the
jury is having . trouble f o llowing my opening argument ...
I dldn't know lt was poss ibl e t o shout in a whisper
unti l I h eard the Judge respond, "WELL WHO WOULDN'T!",
fo ll owe d by a few words of advice on how to open, and
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how not to open, a case. The exchange was clearly
repeated accurately to the defendants, who nearly fell
out of their chairs.
The next morning, the Judge had the prosecutor up
to the bench, and said, "I made some comments about the
conduct of your argument yesterday, for which I
apologize." It's a rare thing for a judge to apologize
to a lawyer. I suspect that the Judge had reflected on
the prosecutor's despair on being taken to task for
ineptitude by this unfamiliar judge, and wanted to put
it right.
Before the second day of the trial, the Judge's
wife Barbara died of a cerebral aneurysm in cincinnati.
The Judge gave us brief instructions for closing up
shop before flying home. My coclerk and I drove back
from Nashville, in heavy rain most of the way. One of
those irrelevant details that, for whatever reason,
sticks in the mind is that we were in a Plymouth
Horizon with "u.S. Government" on each door. Maybe it
was the mismatch of the stately legend with the silly
little car.
It was a long trip followed by many quiet weeks in
the chambers. The office got a clipping of an
editorial from one of the Nashville papers thanking the
Judge and offering condolences. The headline, as I
recall, was "Judge Peck, Man of Duty," and he
appreciated it. I suspect he sent a thank-you note.
He would send people thank-yous for sending him
Christmas cards.
A number of months later, the Judge was sitting by
designation on the Eighth Circuit in Denver. I had
gone out with him, and was sitting in the visiting
judge's chambers around the noon hour, when a redhaired woman of about the Judge's age came in and
announced that she was there to see "John". I had so
little practice at hearing him called "John" that I
must have looked befuddled, and she added "You must
think I'm crazy".
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A number of
that, my wife and I
witnessed the J
q e ' .aEr1a g e to that red-haired
woman.
We h ad been
om to secrecy about the event a
civil cer o ny a t
. the Alms and Doepke
'
building, before
e
ge ' s friend Judge Luebbers.
I
had thought to b r ing a camera, but for some reason
entirely y faul t n o n e of the pictures turned out. The
Judge, an avid p h otograph er, at every slight
opportunity appra i sed y performance as his "wedding
photographer."
My two year stint was over shortly after that
night. An eventful two years. The Judge's twentieth
anniversary on the bench. Traveling the circuits. The
big trial. A death. A wedding. A lot more.
The Judge's final professional advice to this
departing clerk was "Try to say 'yes' at least 90% of
the time." In a profession not given to seeing
positive possibilities, this is good advice, hard to
follow.
I wish I could say I hit that percentage, but
I doubt it's true.
A little over two years ago, the Judge died in his
chambers, at that big mahogany desk.
The Enquirer ran
a front page story headed "Judge Peck, 80, Died at
Work." He would have appreciated both the placement
and the headline, because, as you remember, there was
never a better match of man to job. He often said, and
believed, that there was no higher office a person
could aspire than to be a federal judge. His ambition
was to fill that office honorably. He did.

